
   

 

MICAH NEWSLETTER 
Tough on Crime, One Friendship at a Time 

Fall 2017 

Highs and Lows 

By Dave Feick, Micah Program Coordinator 

Ella Fitzgerald sang “Into every life a little rain must fall.”  Here in Saskatchewan 

we know the value of rain.  In places, this past summer has been too dry, with too 

little rain.  Crops and gardens have suffered for it.  But in other places, there has 

been rain and sometimes, too much rain, along with hail, hurricanes, tornadoes and 

much more.  Rain is good, when it comes in the right amounts. 

 

Ella Fitzgerald’s song says that in her life, too much rain is falling. 

  

It’s hard to say whether we’ve had too much rain or too little at Micah.  

 

The time since the last newsletter has had joys and sorrows.  We had a wonderful fishing trip.  We’ve had new 

volunteers join us.  We have plenty of patients waiting at RPC for visits and we have plenty of referrals for 

CoSAs.  We’ve had volunteers experience some high times with patients and core members. The Federal 

government saw fit to contract with CoSA Canada to help provide funding for CoSA sites for the next five 

years. These are all wonderful things. These are the joys. 

  

The sorrows though, hit us hard.  We’ve had a couple of core members in our CoSA program breach their 

conditions or offend; thankfully, not sexually.  Others have encountered difficult living conditions, have lost 

jobs, have had to look for new places to live, have met all sorts of obstacles in their lives.  But their CoSAs 

have been there to support them and to journey with them. 

  

Another sorrow which has affected Micah deeply is a financial decision that needed to be made.  As many are 

aware, this past winter and spring, we had a fundraising letter campaign which brought in significant and much

-needed funds.  However, the donations were not sufficient to keep all of our programming going. The 

Micah board needed to make the difficult decision to let-go our staff member, Peter 

Oliver.  We are all still reeling from his absence as we discern how to move on without him.  

  

Peter was a vital part of Micah.  He did so much to grow and promote the work that we 

do.  Restorative Justice was what he was all about and we learned a lot from him.  Peter has 

been a great colleague and an inspiration and he is truly missed.  We wish him well as 

he navigates the road ahead. 

  

DO JUSTICE, LOVE MERCY, WALK HUMBLY  WITH OUR GOD (Micah 6:8) 

 

Micah believes in the power of transformative justice 

to build peaceful and faithful communities.    

Continued... 
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In the meantime, Micah will continue on with P2P, with CoSA, and with Community Chaplaincy.  We are 

grateful for all of our funding support, including the new funds from CoSA Canada (the funds originate from 

the federal Ministry of Public Safety).  CoSA has grown by leaps and bounds over the years and it is good to 

be recognized for that and to have support to continue with the program.  We are grateful, too, for the many 

volunteers who participate, and we trust that more will want to join this great program. 

CoSA FISHING TRIP 2017 

Micah’s third annual fishing trip took place on July 8, taking advantage of a free fishing weekend.  

Each year our participants have grown by one.  So this year we had 11.  It was a beautiful day 

which thankfully clouded over a bit when it was starting to get too warm. 

 

 

A friendly Loon was doing 

a little fishing of his own, 

as well as serenading us 

with his familiar call. 

Henry may have caught the biggest 

one, but no one was really keeping 

track. 

Shut out the last 

two years, Dave 

finally got his 

fish.  This was 

the second one.  

He was so 

excited he forgot 

to get a picture of 

the first one, 

which was way 

bigger.  (Hey, this 

was a fishing 

trip...we only tell 

it like it was.) 

Don drove 

four hours to 

join us and 

to catch this 

one (and 

maybe a 

couple 

more). 

In all… it was a great day!   

Lots of fun, good conversation and a few more fish to fry this year too. 

Eric reeled one 

in with a little 

help from 

Henry. 
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Every second week I go to prison. Each time I enter the facility, I am free to walk back out of 

the gates, drive home, and continue on with my daily life in society. As I leave, I always think 

of the man that I visit, as he has not had this opportunity in almost two 

decades. This seemingly mindless act of walking back to my car never fails to 

make me think of how much we take for granted each day. The smallest actions, 

such as going for a walk or eating ice cream for dessert, do not typically tend to 

arise when we think of the word freedom. Even tasks that we may not enjoy, such 

as buying groceries or cutting the grass are freedoms and privileges that we possess without 

being aware of them.  

 

For the past few months, I’ve had the privilege of volunteering with the Person2Person (P2P) 

program at the Regional Psychiatric Centre (RPC) in Saskatoon. I participate in one-on-

one visits with a man who is a patient at the RPC. Its been a wonderful experience and I’ve 

learned quite a bit in my short time so far.  

 

I’ve received many questions from people in my life who know about my visits, so I’ve 

decided to briefly address a few of the most common questions and share with you some 

knowledge and experiences that P2P has given me.  

 

"What do you talk about?" I too had this question before I began 

my visits. Its hard to imagine how a conversation would flow when 

personal and identifying information can only be shared by one of 

the two in the conversation. Luckily, the man that I visit is fairly easy 

to make conversation with and is not shy of talking. He often 

discusses his hometown, his family, and recently has began sharing 

with me his personal struggles with mental illness. He likes music 

and movies, so we converse about the latest songs we've heard on 

the radio or favourite films we've watched. When there's not as 

much to talk about we play cards or colour together.  

 

Recently, I’ve learned that some visits are easier than others. During 

one visit, he was in a particularly bad headspace, and shared very 

openly about his personal struggles with mental illness. Although I 

had felt as if I was gaining a sense of this man and how to navigate 

our conversations, I realized that I had no idea about the severity of his illness. This visit 

changed the course of our subsequent visits, which now are guided by how he is currently 

feeling. I feel grateful that he feels comfortable enough to share this with me, and although I 

can rarely do more than be a non-judgemental and listening ear, I always remind myself of 

the value that simple catharsis can bring.  

Going to Prison 

By Courtney Ballantyne  
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“Do you know what they did?” No, not unless they decide to reveal this information. 

Personally, I prefer not to know. This is not because anything they said would make me fearful, 

but because it makes it easier to be non-judgemental and eliminate any extra biases. I openly 

welcome any conversation about the past, and am happy to talk about it if the  conversation 

steers that way, but at the same time I do not have a secret burning desire to know.  

 

“Isn’t it dangerous/scary?” Not once have I ever felt unsafe in my time at the RPC. 

Sometimes going through the security at the front gate can feel more intimidating than sitting in 

a room with inmates! I tend to think of it in the same way I think of situations such as driving. 

One should be cautious, but not scared.  

 

"Why do you do it?”  Regardless of an individual’s past or present behaviour, we are all 

human beings. Every person needs attention, compassion, and a friend. I truly believe that you 

can find good in any soul if you look deep enough, and for many, you don’t have to dig very 

deep.  

  

In short, I also struggle with certain ways that our correctional system currently operates. 

Individuals who require the most attention, programming, compassion, and care are instead 

faced with isolation, stigmatization, and marginalization. We have been programmed to fear the 

inmate. Not help the inmate. I believe that in many cases, it is not the offender who has failed 

their community, but the community who has 

failed the offender. 

  

An experience I had that helped solidify the 

benefits of the P2P program, was volunteer 

appreciation night. On this night, patients 

had worked to set up the gym and provide 

us with delicious food and snacks. On every 

table sat boxes of hand-made beaded 

jewelry, and later in the evening, raffle prizes 

of beautiful paintings done by patients were 

given away. Some patients wrote letters of appreciation to their P2P visitors, which were read 

aloud at the event. One patient spoke of a time that he felt suicidal, but that thinking of his P2P 

visitor encouraged him to bravely carry on. When volunteers were given a chance to speak, I 

learned of individuals and couples that had been visiting for decades. To me, this is inspiring. 

Some had even mentioned that their patients had since been moved to another facility, but they 

still drove out to the new location to visit every once and a while. I felt overwhelmed by the huge 

amounts of appreciation expressed to volunteers by the staff and inmates. It just goes to show 

how much a seemingly small act can make such a huge difference in the lives of others, and 

even in our own lives.  
 

 



 

 

 In 2014 I joined an ‘after 

prison’ support group for John 

(not his real name).  The group is a 

CoSA (a.k.a. Circle of Support and 

Accountability).  

John was released from prison in 2012 and 

will be on parole for the rest of his life.  Our 

CoSA tries to get together with him weekly. 

Last winter, John invited me to attend a 

spring parole hearing which would examine 

the possibility of him moving from day-

parole to full-parole.  He had told our CoSA 

about the upcoming hearing, but his 

invitation to be part of it came as a surprise.  

John was living in a half-way house, since 

his release. His life on day-parole was 

rigidly structured with an array of 

restrictions, rules, curfews and monitoring. 

He couldn’t travel outside of the city without 

permission and when he did go, it was for 

very limited time-frames with detailed 

itineraries in place.  Full-parole, if granted, 

meant more freedoms, including living in his 

own home, travelling outside city limits 

whenever he wanted to, no curfews, less 

reporting and so on.  There would still be 

stipulations and  monitoring.  But full-parole 

was a big deal, for all involved, and any slip 

on John’s part (no matter how small), would 

set him back, possibly leading to re-

incarceration. 

Attending a parole hearing was out of 

my ken. Like many, I only had 

impressions, shaped mostly by television.  I 

was curious about the process.  But 

honestly, I expected a somewhat 

uncomfortable session. I wondered….How 

would these government people behave?  

Would they shame John? And the big 

question: would they find reason to grant 

full-parole? 

All of us in our CoSA knew that John had 

been living as a responsible citizen for a 

long time.  He followed the rules dictated 

by his parole requirements, he participated 

in a variety of self-evaluation classes, he 

took book-keeping classes, he joined in 

with Christian men’s groups, he did 

volunteer work at church and with the 

Salvation Army, he secured a good and 

steady job, he was committed to his 

personal spiritual growth through regular 

church services, bible classes and 

personal reading.  And he attended weekly 

meetings with our CoSA. 

The group that arrived to support John was 

the largest the 

government had 

ever encountered 

at a parole 

hearing. There 

were nine of us 

including our 

CoSA, Micah’s CoSA Coordinator, John’s 

parole officer and John’s support worker 

from the half-way house.   

The examining team from Correctional 

Service Canada (CSC) numbered three.  

They were 

focussed and 

intensely serious. 

One took the lead; 

the others took 

notes and provided 

A HEARING 

BY Colleen Rickard 

The examining 

team was 

intensely 

serious 
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VOLUNTEER FOR COSA 

Circle of Support and Accountability 

If you are interested in a volunteer opportunity that will make a difference  

in someone’s life, then we would like to talk to you!   

Micah’s CoSA volunteers provide friendship in a group setting  

to people who have offended sexually and have been released from prison.   

To learn more please contact Dave at micahcoordinator@gmail.com or 306-653-3099 and/or  

attend one of our volunteer information sessions. 

intermittent support.  

We watched and listened as the lead examiner outlined John’s crime; the story was dark and 

the examiner didn’t mince words. Then, John’s parole officer was invited to give a report on 

John’s activities and challenges since his release. This was followed by our senior CoSA 

member sharing information about John’s activities, as 

witnessed over time by the CoSA team.   

Then it was John’s turn.  The lead examiner questioned 

John in acute detail, pointing to and asking about the past, the 

present and the future.  There were many questions – hard 

questions - that drilled into the heart of the issues of John’s 

life and the hazards of living with full-parole.  When John got side-tracked in his answers, the 

examiner brought him back into focus, insisting on direct replies to specific questions.  It was 

definitely an interrogation.  But there were times when it was more like a conversation. 

The hearing was an eye-opening experience for me in many ways.  My biggest surprise was 

the manner of the examiners. They were strict, respectful, courteous and professional. The 

topic at hand was hard.  The issues, serious.  The decision, difficult.  And throughout it all, they 

unfailingly preserved the dignity of the man they were questioning. 

Eventually, we broke for recess while the examiners discussed things.  It was 

hard to know which way things would go. There were lots of issues.  John had not 

had an ‘easy go’ of it.   

In the end, he was granted full-parole.  Lots of big smiles and hand-shaking 

ensued.   

Our CoSA continues to meet regularly.  John’s doing well. A while back, we all met on a farm 

near Waldheim for a barbeque.  Great food.  Great company.  A fun time! 

There were many 

questions that 

drilled into the heart 

of the issues... 

mailto:micahcoordinator@gmail.com
https://webmail.sasktel.net/mail/message.php?index=18408&mailbox=bWJveA%3D%3D&window=true#
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WHAT’S ONLINE AND IN THE NEWS? 
 

 

LISTEN TO A RECENT PODCAST 

Listen to a powerful story about surviving a violent crime: 

How One Woman Came to Forgive the Man  

Who Murdered Her Father 

Visit: How One Woman Came to Forgive the Man Who Murdered Her Father  

 

 

LISTEN TO A RECENT PODCAST 

A POEM FROM BEHIND BARS 

Visit: http://www.cbc.ca/radio/popup/audio/listen.html?

autoPlay=true&mediaIds=889691715712 

 

 

LISTEN TO A RECENT PODCAST 

EL JONES: A POEM ON RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 

Visit:  

http://www.cbc.ca/radio/tapestry/summer-special-restorative-justice-with-el-jones-

1.4205816/el-jones-a-poem-on-restorative-justice-1.4224025 

http://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/the-current-for-march-14-2017-1.4022956/how-one-woman-came-to-forgive-the-man-who-murdered-her-father-1.4023042/
http://www.cbc.ca/radio/popup/audio/listen.html?autoPlay=true&mediaIds=889691715712
http://www.cbc.ca/radio/popup/audio/listen.html?autoPlay=true&mediaIds=889691715712
http://www.cbc.ca/radio/tapestry/summer-special-restorative-justice-with-el-jones-1.4205816/el-jones-a-poem-on-restorative-justice-1.4224025
http://www.cbc.ca/radio/tapestry/summer-special-restorative-justice-with-el-jones-1.4205816/el-jones-a-poem-on-restorative-justice-1.4224025
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We bid farewell to two wonderful board members… 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Both Heather and Marjorie have been immensely supportive and we will miss them both.   

 

Hey you two…  
We want to express our deep thanks and appreciation for the time that you served on the board.  

  
We wish you many blessings! 

Heather Peters Marjorie Keyser 

Micah says hello to two new board members…. 

 

Brian Ast has stepped 

into Marjorie Keyser’s 

place on the board, 

representing the United 

Church. 

Amanda Dodge, new 
program director at MCC 

Sask has stepped into 
Heather's place on the 

Micah board. 

WELCOME BRIAN AND AMANDA! 
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One Friendship at a Time 

by Colleen Rickard 

Don (not his real name) offended sexually and went to prison. He has been out of prison for several 

years now and has a post-prison support group (CoSA) to help him along. He came to our Micah 

board meeting and told his story. 

After prison Don secured a job working in a warehouse. He had been there for over a year and 

got on well with his co-workers and employer.  The daily activities and regular income gave him 

security and stability.  He was making ends meet. He was on a good track. And he was grateful. 

 

The day came when he saw the posting for a different 

position in the warehouse.  If he could get the job, it would 

be a step up.  So he applied.  He was invited to an 

interview, it went well, and in due time, they offered him 

the job.  YES!!  It would mean a little more money to help 

pay the bills and it would provide opportunity to learn new 

things, build confidence, hone skills, move forward. 

The company was a franchise with head-office in Winnipeg. Its Saskatoon staff had been good 

to Don and he wanted to give them his best. The final paperwork for the new job was making its 

way through ‘Winnipeg’ and a criminal record check was required.  

 Soon after, Don was called to a meeting.  He was fired.  No promotion.  No more job.  Done. 

I watched emotions cross his face as he spoke: hurt and frustration, defeat and lost hope.  I 

could feel my own tears stinging as he talked.  Here was a man who had made some terrible 

mistakes, but was trying to do better, to do things right, wanting to do what our society wants - 

be a responsible, contributing citizen.  But said efforts had been summarily dismissed.  How 

would I feel at this kind of rejection?  How does a man feel?  How would anyone feel? What 

would it precipitate deep down inside? 

He told us that his CoSA was helping him through the ordeal.  The group 

rallied around him. They talked with him, listened to him, encouraged him.  

They helped him deal with anger.  One member tried talking to his employer.  

Another spoke to a local MLA about the denial of a person’s right to work.  As I 

write several months later, he continues to look for work. 

Don’s story is about people choosing to shun another because of past mistakes, in spite of 

obvious efforts to do better. What’s driving this?  Fear perhaps. A need to punish? Apathy?  

Some say that the Winnipeg company couldn’t take the risk in keeping this guy on staff, even if it 

was a warehouse job.  Perhaps it wouldn’t look good for business, or was too big of a risk for 

other staff?  Well, maybe.  I can see their line of thinking; many business folks would probably 

Continued…. 

His CoSA 

helped 

him … 



feel and do the same.  But given Don’s track record with the company, one still has to wonder 

about the perceived risk. 

In the end one can ask, “where is the real risk, the bigger risk?”  Shunning didn’t help Don.  

Nor his community. Instead it produced discouragement and hopelessness and set the stage 

for potential negative reactions with negative outcomes.   

On the other hand, encouraging a person to turn from past mistakes by supporting positive 

efforts, even giving a ‘leg-up’... that path seems less risky because it can foster hope and 

change and learning, all of which can build something positive for an individual and his 

community.   

Micah’s motto to “do justice, love mercy, walk humbly”
1 
embraces various levels of teachings.  

Certainly helping another in a just and caring way, no matter the circumstance, is one of those 

teachings. The company in Don’s employment-story had its reasons for letting Don go and I 

don’t know what they were. What I do know is their actions didn’t help Don or my 

community.   

It was sad to hear Don’s story. Thankfully, his CoSA could help.  They were there 

to help him deal with the fall-out, in small, caring ways.  And that is good for 

everyone.   

Let me close with another Micah saying that guides the work and activities of Micah’s 

programming: Tough on crime, one friendship at a time. 

 

WORKSHOP WITH BRIAN CHARTIER 

Join us for a discussion with psychologist Brian Chartier 

 

We have had several of these sessions in the past with Brian,  

where volunteers brought questions, concerns and other thoughts about how 

to better serve the people for whom we volunteer.    

The discussions have been interesting and informative.   

 

All are welcome. If you’ve come before, come again. 

 

Wednesday, September 27, 7:00 - 8:30 pm  

MCC Center, Avenue C and 45th Street, Saskatoon 

Please RSVP to Dave at Micah: 

306-653-3099  or  micahcoordinator@gmail.com  

mailto:micahcoordinator@gmail.com
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Micah in the News…  

Bre Mcadam, Saskatoon Star Phoenix—September 20, 2017 

Are Support Programs and Treatment for Child Porn and Sex Offenders Effective? 

 

Dave Feick walks around a converted Saskatoon duplex.  

It’s a meeting place used by an unusual support group  

for some of society's most vilified people…. 

An Article of Interest... 

 

Employers are often unwilling to hire 

someone convicted of a crime. That's a 

problem — and it needs to change. 
By Andrew M. Cuomo and Jostein Solheim 

Linked in  July 18, 2017 

 

Click here for more 

http://thestarphoenix.com/news/crime/weekender-why-should-society-care-about-treating-pedophiles
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jostein-solheim-bb5a151/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/employers-often-unwilling-hire-someone-convicted-crime-andrew-cuomo?trk=v-feed&lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_feed%3BGVZvyyPPSTmmQFAFB1a6jg%3D%3D
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MICAH’S PROGRAMS 

P2P (Person to Person)  

Volunteers visit prisoners at the Regional Psychiatric Centre (RPC) in Saskatoon.   

Some of these visits have resulted in long lasting friendships. 

CoSA (Circles of Support and Accountability)  

Volunteers meet regularly, in a group setting, with formerly incarcerated men who have offended sexually.  

The goal is to help them lead healthy and law-abiding lives with a commitment to no more victims.    

Micah on Campus 

Students from the University of Saskatchewan learn about and participate in our  

Restorative Justice programs. 

Community Chaplaincy  

We find support within faith communities, for persons who have been incarcerated 

 and are seeking to reintegrate back into society.    

Regional Psychiatric Center Orientation 

Thursday, September 28, 6 to 9 pm.   
Clearance forms need to be submitted as soon as possible in order to be able to participate.   

Please call Dave for information. 

CoSA Orientation and Training  
During the week of October 1-7.    Please call for information. 

Boundaries and Trauma Training 

Wednesday, November 1, 7 to 9 pm at MCC Center (Saskatoon).    Please call to register. 

Phone: 306-653-3099.  Email: micahcoordinator@gmail.com 

UPCOMING EVENTS and ACTIVITIES 

mailto:micahcoordinator@gmail.com
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For The Parents Of One Who Has Committed A Crime 
 
No one else can see beauty 
In his darkened life now. 
His image has closed 
Like a shadow 
  
When people look at him, 
He has become the mirror 
Of the damage he has done 
  
But he is yours 
And you have different eyes 
That hold his yesterdays 
In pictures no one else remembers 
  
He is yours in a way 
No words could ever tell; 
And you can see through 
The stranger this deed has made him 
And still find the countenance of your son. 
  
Despite all the disappointment and shame 
May you find in your belonging with him 
A kind place, where your spirit will find rest 
May new words come alive between you 
To build small bridges of understanding. 
  
May that serenity lead you beyond guilt and blame 
To find that bright field of the heart 
Where he can come to feel your love 
  
Until it heals whatever darkness drove him 
And he can see what it is he has done 
And seek forgiveness and bring healing 
May this dark door open a path 
That brightens constantly with new promise. 

 
from Benedictus: A Book of Blessings by John O’Donoghue 
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Micah’s Board Members  

Blake Sittler (Board Chair), Roman Catholic  Josh Wallace, Mennonite  

Harry Harder, Mennonite  Amanda Dodge, MCC SK  Restorative Justice  

Eric Olfert, Mennonite  Brian Ast, United Church  

Glen Grismer, Mennonite  Dianne Woloschuk, Roman Catholic 

Our Staff 

Dave Feick, Program Coordinator  Colleen Rickard, Administration Assistant 

 

 

Serve as a Micah Board Member 

We endeavour to have a board  

that is a diverse group of individuals  

representing different faith denominations.   

 

If you are interested in joining our board,  

please contact our office  

at 306-653-3099. 

 
Micah would like to say 

‘THANK YOU’  

to the  

Affinity Credit Union  

for  

a generous donation.   
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DO JUSTICE, LOVE MERCY, WALK HUMBLY  WITH OUR GOD (Micah 6:8) 

 

Micah believes in the power of transformative justice to build peaceful and faithful communities.    

We are committed to restoring individuals and communities to caring and respectful relationships in the wake of harm.   

 

226 Avenue V South, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.  Phone: 306-653-3099.  Website: themicamission.org.  Email: micahcoordinator@gmail.com 

 

We are a  non-profit charitable organization. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

To donate please visit:  http://themicahmission.org/index.php/donate/ 

 
 

Please consider donating to Micah. 

 

We offer several ways to do this. 

 

As a charitable organization,  

we can issue charitable tax receipts. 

Supporting Micah Financially 

http://themicahmission.org/index.php/donate/
https://www.facebook.com/MicahSaskatoonSK/

